
The HTK Horizon Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platform changes the way that business sell to and serve their prospects and customers. Horizon´s 
CRM data segmentation capabilities and one-stop integration of email, social, SMS and voice communications enable marketers to manage more 
effective campaigns, increase adoption of customer self-service and improve customer satisfaction. One of HTK Horizon´s key differentiators is that 
it lets marketing professional tailor the way they interact with customers based on things like location, preferences and behavior, for example, the 
amount of money they spent. This tailored approach helps marketers raise customer advocacy, loyalty and ultimately profitability.

HTK had strong foothold in large enterprise and public sector, but in a UK market where 99 
percent of business are small and medium-sized, HTK wanted to open up its CRM application 
and infrastructure to smaller organizations – from boutique marketing agencies to local councils. 
HTK knew that small and medium sized business (SMBs), Cloud was the right deployment 
model and SaaS the right commercial model. HTK also knew that people who buy SaaS 
applications expect a very different experience from those using traditional, on-premise 
software:

  The interface has to be so intuitive, that new users can sign up and get started immediately 
without any training. HTK offers a free 30-day trial so first impressions really matter;

  Users expect data queries to perform like Google searches, with answers returned instantly, 
regardless of size and complexity of their marketing database. Many HTK customers have large 
databases that include voice and geospatial records;

At firs HTK built its own reports using a proprietary system, but this effort proves unworkable. The reports took too long to develop and maintain, and 
the user interface was not intuitive enough forits marketing clientele, who wanted to be able to develop ad-hoc reports without having to rely on IT 
support. 

  Modern and embeddable software platform including end-to-end features they needed 
including the ability to access, visualize integrate and analyze data;

   Ability to quickly analyze large volumes of historical data. For example, one of HTK´s large telecoms customers generates over 100 million new 
voice interactions every year. The data within each call record contains very detailed behavioral information that needs to be analyzed;

   Significant cost savings thanks to the Commercial Open Source Software (COSS) licensing model;

   Flexible, customizable reporting with highly professional, attractive interface designs out-of-the-box;

   Extract / Transfer / Load (ETL) capabilities to migrate customer data into its data warehouse.

   Finally, marketing professionals need flexibility, easy reporting because the information they need to present changes with every campaign and 
every audience; 
   These customers’ expectations of SaaS software translated into major development implications for HTK.
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In just five weeks Xpand IT team in cooperation with Pentaho fully integrated Pentaho Business Analytics into HTK’s Horizon CRM application. HTK 
new online software-as-a-service (SaaS) editions of its CRM application are aimed at the small and medium-sized business (SMB) market, opening 
up new commercial opportunities. By integrating Pentaho, the CRM is complemented with analytics providing customers a complete solution. 

This included:
  •  Building a data warehouse on the backSend;
  •  Building OLAP cubes;
  •  Developing integrated security capabilities;
  •  Skinned Pentaho Business Analyzer to match HTK Horizon’s look and feel;
  •  Designed eight dashboards/reports to go with the application Development was planned and executed using a 100 percent Agile approach. 

While traditional project management methodologies focus on scope definition and requirements specification, leading to inevitable contract 
discussions and eventually contract extensions, the Agile philosophy understands that reality is different. No scope or requirements definition can 
last updated very long and that’s something IT suppliers need to adapt to.

In that in mind, Xpand IT has strategically converted its development center into an agile software factory, implementing proven Agile 
methodologies, maximizing two dimensions of the development software process:

  • development costs - Xpand IT offers one of the most competitive services on the market;

  • value delivered to the client - while traditional methodologies focus on scope and contract discussions, at Xpand IT we focus our efforts on 
continuously aligning the delivered solution with the ever-changing customer's expectations.

The result is a project delivered in less time and closer to what the customer really needs.

This successful project was planned and implemented using a 100 percent Agile methodology. XPAgile it’s an Xpand IT SDC (Software 
Development Center) specialized in Agile methodology, is a group of software development methodologies based on iterations, continuous 
inspection and adaptation through collaboration and self-organizing teams. It comprises a quick deployment cycle and is always followed by a 
review and inspection phase to adjust the planning for the next cycle. This allowed implementing a project for HTK with a distributed team 
between the Lisbon and Viana offices, all this in a short period of time and close interaction with the customer.

The implementation enabled HTK to deliver integrated reports for two editions of its online SaaS software S “Lite” and “Professional” S to 
specification in five weeks. 

With this set of reports made available, the HTK Horizon end users can explore the variety of data available looking for answers to critical “how?” 
and “when?” questions:

  • Keep track of all the interactions happening with the campaign targets:
 o External interfaces monitoring - How many SMS messages were delivered?  How many e-mails were delivered? How many 
resources am I spending to achieve the objectives? When?

  • Analyze the performance of the campaigns:
 o How is my overall campaign performance? How many successful campaigns?
 o E-mail delivery efficiency – How many e-mails we’re received? How many e-mails were actually opened? How many unique 
recipients? When?
 o Campaign links efficiency – How many links were clicked? How many unique targets? When?
 o Users opting out – How many users are opting out of my campaigns? When?

Finally, this analytics platform was set up in a way that will, in the short future, enable HTK to deliver even more powerful analytics over campaign 
data.
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Xpand IT is a global company specialized in strategic planning, consulting, implementation and maintenance of enterprise 
software, fully adapted to the customers needs. Our portfolio includes services and products in Business Intelligence, Big 
Data, BPM & Enterprise Middleware, Enterprise Mobility and Collaborative Platforms. Xpand IT stands out for its innovative 
approach fully supported by tools, processes and agile methodologies, fully mapped with CMMI. With customers all over 
the world, Xpand IT is recognized by its technical knowledge and “Passion for Excellence”.
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